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Steam turbine rotor system is a main part of the power production process. Accurate prediction of the turbine rotor operation
state leads to timely detection of the hidden danger and accordingly ensures the efficient power production.-e vibration severity
reflects the vibration intensity and the working condition as well. Since the accuracy of the normal prediction method is not
enough, a newmodel is proposed in this paper that combines the sequence prediction model with the gated recurrent unit (GRU).
According to the obtained results, the accuracy is improved through the proposed model. To verify the effectiveness of the model,
simulations are performed on the steam turbine rotor unbalance fault data. -e experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed approach could be utilized for vibration severity prediction as well as state warning of the steam turbine.

1. Introduction

Working condition prediction provides various benefits for
rotating machine maintenance. It is known as the main way
for early indication of the hidden danger and providing the
overhaul reference. -e accurate prediction improves the
safety level of the rotating machine [1–3].

At present, the statistical prediction methods and artificial
intelligence-based methods like artificial neural networks have
been commonly employed for the trend analysis. In a spectrum
analysis-based approach, a gray prediction model has been
employed to forecast the vibration severity with a small amount
of the steam turbine vibration data in a data reorganization
form [4]. -e ensemble empirical mode decomposition
(EEMD) method has been adopted for the vibration data
analysis and obtaining the intrinsic mode function (IMF).
Although the prediction model has been employed to predict
the IMF value for obtaining the dynamic vibration data [5], this
model is not suitable for timing prediction. In another work,
the information fusion has been combined with the back-
propagation neural network (BP neural network) to construct a
prediction model. In the mentioned neural network, the data
measured by the sensor were considered as its input and its
output was applied to the decision fusion model to obtain the
final prediction results [6]. Although the BP neural network is

always utilized to build a predictive model, it could not work
with the time-series data. -e support vector machine (SVM)
method has been employed to construct this prediction model
for every component processed by the EMD. Moreover, dif-
ferent corn functions with different components have been
adopted to acquire the final prediction results [7]. In [8], a
bidirectional LSTM (Bi-directional Long-Short TermMemory,
BI-LSTM) unit has been employed by a deep learning method
for data prediction. However, due to its complex structure with
too many parameters, its convergence speed is slow.

In this paper, a gated recurrent unit- (GRU-) based sequence
prediction model is proposed for prediction and analysis of the
vibration severity. Although accurate classification could be
obtained through traditional deep learningmethods like BP and
SVM, their data prediction capability for time series is not
acceptable. Since the sequence prediction model with GRU has
the memory cell, it can solve the gradient disappearance
problem. -e obtained results reflect the development trend of
the vibration severity and meet certain precision requirements.

2. Materials and Methods

-e prediction system structure is shown in Figure 1. -e
details of the prediction model and vibration severity are
illustrated in the following.
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2.1.�eGRU-Seq2SeqModel Structure. -e GRU-Sequence-
to-Sequence (GRU-Seq2Seq) model is a variation of the
recurrent neural networks (RNN) [9]. -e main difference
between this model and the RNN is that input and output
sequences in the RNN have similar lengths while the
Seq2Seq model allows different lengths for these sequences.
In this paper, the base frequency amplitude for the past
month is adopted by the model to predict the next week data.
-is model is called the encoder-decoder model, and its
structure is shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, x(1) ∼ x(t) and y(1) ∼ y(n) are the input
and output sequences, respectively. 〈EOS〉 is a signal that is
employed to start the decoder part.

-is model contains the following four different layers:

(1) -e input layer: -e historical data X ∈ [x(k), x(k +

1), . . . , x(t)], x(k) ∈ R1×1 denote the model input
where x(k) is the input signal at time k.

(2) -e encoder layer: -e dynamic equations of the
encoder layer are given as
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Figure 1: -e prediction system structure.
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where yt− 1 ∈ R1×1 is the encoder layer output at the
last time; h(j) ∈ Ru×1 is the hidden state of the de-
coder layer at time j. To realize the recurrent
forecasting, the decoder layer input is considered as
the decoder layer output at the last time, or
ht− 1 � hend, yt− 1 � 〈EOS〉 at the time j � 1. -e
decoder layer starts to decode when it receives the
signal 〈EOS〉.

(4) -e output layer:

yt � tanh Wy(t) • h(t) + b
(i)
y , (4)

where h(t) ∈ Ru×m is the hidden state of the decoder layer at
time t; yt is the output at time t; Wy(t) ∈ R1×u and b(i)

y ∈ R1×1

are the weight and bias of the output layer, respectively. -e
final output sequence of the model is denoted by
Y � [y1, y2, . . . , ym] ∈ R1×m.

Operator definition: • denotes the direct multiplication
of the matrix; ∘ represents the multiplication of the corre-
sponding elements.

2.2.�e Basic Unit of GRU-Seq2Seq. -e GRU as a variation
of the RNN unit is the basic unit employed in this paper.-e
gradient disappearance happens when the normal RNN unit
processes the time-series data [10] while the GRU avoids this
problem by adding the gate. It catches the relationship
between different time-series data [11].

-e GRU structure is shown in Figure 3.
-is structure contains three different gates including

the upgrade gate, the reset gate, and the memory gate. -e
upgrade gate output denoted by zt determines how much
information could be transmitted from the last state ht− 1 to
the next state ht. -e reset gate output denoted by rt de-
termines the importance of the last state ht− 1 to the next state
ht. In other words, if this value is equal to zero, the in-
formation will not be conveyed to the next memory cell ht.
-e memory gate output denoted by ht is a combination of
the input xt at the current time and the state ht− 1 at the last
time. -e new vector ht includes the information of the last
sequence and the input at this time.

-e operation of the mentioned three gates is illustrated
as follows:

(1) -e upgrade gate function is described as

zt � σ Wz • ht− 1, xt  + bz( . (5)

(2) -e reset gate function is described as

rt � σ Wr • ht− 1, xt  + br( . (6)

(3) -e memory gate function could be described as

ht � tanh W h • rt ∘ ht− 1, xt  + bc( . (7)

-e input at time t could be converted to the hidden state
ht where ht is the input at the next time:

ht � 1 − zt(  ∘ ht− 1 + zt ∘ ht. (8)

In equations (5)–(8), zt, rt,
ht, ht ∈ Ru×1 are the corre-

sponding outputs of these three gates;
Wz, Wr, W h ∈ Ru×u+1; bz, br, b h ∈ Ru×1 are the weights
and biases of these three gates, respectively.

GRU GRU • • • • • •

Vibration
severity

x1

Vibration
severity

x2

Vibration
severity

xt

GRU GRU

<EOS> y1

GRU GRU

yn–1

Encoder Decoder

Vibration
severity

y2

Vibration
severity

y1

Memory
0

Memory
n

Vibration
severity

yn

Figure 2: -e GRU-Seq2Seq model structure.
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Figure 3: GRU structure diagram.
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2.3. Model Training. -e loss function could be defined as

J(W, b) �
1
n



n

i�1
yi − yi( 

2
+

λ
2n

‖W‖
2
2, (9)

where yi and yi are the predicted and real outputs, respectively;
W and b are the weight and the bias of the output, respectively;
λ is the regularization parameter; α is the learning rate; and n is
the length of the output vector.

-e details of the gradient descent method as the training
algorithm are given as follows:

(1) Calculation of the weight gradient:
-e weight gradient of the upgrade gate is obtained
as

dWz � dhnext ∘ hprev ∘ (− 1) + dhnext ∘ ht  ∘ zt

∘ 1 − zt(  ∘ hprev, xt .
(10)

-e weight gradient of the memory gate could be
calculated as

dW h � dhnext • zt ∘ 1 − h
2
t  ∘ hprev, xt . (11)

-e weight gradient of the reset gate is computed as

dWr � dht ∘ hprev ∘ rt ∘ 1 − rt(  ∘ hprev, xt . (12)

In relations (10)–(12), dhnext ∈ Ru×1 is the state
gradient at the last time; hprev ∈ Ru×1 is the input
state at the last time; dzt, drt, dht ∈ Ru×1 are the
corresponding gradients of these three gates;
α ∈ R1×1 is the learning rate; and λ ∈ R1×1 is the
regularization parameter.

(2) Updating the parameters:
-e upgrade gate update is described as

Wz � Wz 1 −
λα
n

  − αdWz. (13)

-e memory gate could be updated as

W h � W h 1 −
λα
n

  − αdW h. (14)

-e reset gate is updated as

Wr � Wr 1 −
λα
n

  − αdWr. (15)

(3) -e training process is shown in Figure 4. -e
training loop repeats until the parameters converge
to their corresponding expected values.

2.4.�e Rolling Prediction. In actual operating conditions, the
prediction results are affected by different factors. -us, the
prediction data should be updated to ensure the accuracy of the
results. -e rolling prediction method is illustrated in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, the prediction model input at this time is
denoted by X ∈ [x(k), x(k + 1), . . . , x(k + t)], x(k) ∈ R1×1

where x(k) is the input at time k; the prediction output is
denoted by Y � [y(k), y(k + 1), . . . , y(m)] where y(m) is
the output at time m. After the model acquires the real
output x(k + t + 1), the input and output of the model at this
time are described by X � [x(k + 1), x(k + 2), . . . , x(t + 1)]

and Y � [y(k + 1), y(k + 2), . . . , y(m + 1)], respectively.

2.5.�eVibration Severity Analysis. -e vibration severity is
extracted from the unbalance fault model. -en, the pre-
diction accuracy of the model is evaluated. -e GRU-
Seq2Seq model flowchart employed in the steam turbine
vibration severity analysis is shown in Figure 6.

2.6. Extracting Data from theMathematicalModel. Since the
steam turbine rotor system operates in the high-speed
working state for a long time, the incidence of the unbalance
fault reaches 70%. -e mathematical model [12] of this fault
is described as

m €x + c1 _x + k x − xb(  + ks x − xb( 
2

+ y − yb( 
2

  x − xb(  � meω2 cos(wt),

m €y + c1 _y + k y − yb(  + ks x − xb( 
2

+ y − yb( 
2

  y − yb(  � meω2 sin(wt) − mg,

mb €xb + cb _xb + k xb − x(  + ks xb − x( 
2

+ yb − y( 
2

  xb − x(  � Fx,

mb €yb + cb _yb + k yb − y(  + ks xb − x( 
2

+ yb − y( 
2

  yb − y(  � Fy − mbg,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

where e is the mass eccentricity; m is the equivalent mass of
the rotor and disk; k, ks are the linear and nonlinear stiffness
coefficients of the rotating shaft, respectively; cb, c1 denote
the damping coefficients of the rotor at bearing and disk,
respectively; xb and yb are the horizontal and vertical dis-
placements, respectively.

-e mass eccentricity variation can simulate the un-
balance fault level. -e relationship between the mass ec-
centricity and time is described as e1:

e1 � 1.8 × 10− 4
+ 1.15 × 10− 19

t
2
. (17)

-e mass eccentricity variation is related to the actual
working condition. To make the prediction result closer to
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the actual effect, the following time-varying mass eccen-
tricity (denoted by e2) is proposed:
e2 � 1.8 × 10− 4

+ 2.9614 × 10− 15
t + 1.4 × 10− 19

t
2

+ 1.15 × 10− 40
t
3
.

(18)

-e corresponding units of the unbalance fault and
eccentricity are meters and seconds, respectively. -e for-
mulas (17) and (18) are brought into the fault model (16).
Moreover, the Runge–Kutta method as a conventional
method for solving differential equations is employed to
obtain the horizontal displacement vibration data of the
turbine rotor. By considering the sampling time as 1 sec and
the sampling interval as 6 hours, the continuous sampling
for one year is performed to obtain a matrix containing 1440
sets of the vibration displacement data and storage.

2.7. �e Displacement Vibration Data Processing. According
to the previous section, the displacement vibration data
could be obtained from the mathematical model of the
unbalance fault given in (16). To extract the useful data from
the total data and employ it as the input of the GRU-Seq2Seq
prediction model, more processing is required.

-e spectrum plot is extracted from the time domain
displacement vibration data by using the fast Fourier
transformation.-e vibration data and the spectrum plot are
shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.

Vibration severity contains all the frequency information
and reflects the vibration intensity. Since the vibration
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Figure 4: Model training process diagram.
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severity is a representation of the energy, it is known as an
important parameter for estimating the working condition of
the turbine rotor system. By predicting it, the engineer could
detect the rotor system faults and prevent the hidden danger.

For each signal x(t), its power is defined as

P �
1
T


T

0
x(t)

2
dt. (19)

-e vibration severity function could be written as

Vims �

�����������

1
T


T

0
x(t)

2
dt



. (20)

Comparing relations (19) and (20), gives

P � V
2
ims. (21)

Consider that x(t) is a periodic signal satisfying the
Dirichlet conditions. Now, it could be described with the
following Fourier series expansion:

x(t) � a0 + 
∞

n�1
An sin nω0t + ϕ( . (22)

According to relations (19) and (22), we have

P �
1

T0


T0

0
a0 + An sin nω0t + ϕ(  

2
dt � a0 +

1
2



∞

n�1
A
2
n.

(23)

-us, the vibration function could be written as
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,

(24)

where x(n) is the vibration displacement signal.
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2




,

(25)

where x(n) is the vibration speed signal. ka, kb are the
frequency boundaries; Ak is the amplitude of the frequency
k; and N is the number of the sample points.

Equation (16) could be employed for finding the vi-
bration severity. -e obtained vibration severities for e1 and
e2 are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively.

-e vibration severity is considered as the prediction
model input and is denoted by matrix X ∈ R1×1440. In this
paper, the last month (120 data) data are employed to predict
the next week data (28 data). To validate the accuracy of the
results, 80% and 20% of the data are considered as the
training and test sets, respectively.

-e vibration severity for e1 and e2 are shown in Tables 1
and 2. More details about data of e1 and e2 could be found in
the Data Availability section.

3. Results and Discussion

-e root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) are chosen as the criteria to
evaluate the accuracy of the prediction model.

By constructing the GRU-Seq2Seq rolling prediction
model with two steps, the results shown in Figures (11)–(14)
are obtained. First and second rolling prediction results for
e1 are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.

-e obtained criteria for the first step prediction are
given as RMSE � 0.01210 and MAPE � 0.2570%. Moreover,
the obtained maximum deviation is 0.01983.

-e calculated criteria for the second step prediction are
given as RMSE � 0.01258 and MAPE � 0.2631%. -e cal-
culated value for the maximum deviation is 0.02102.
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First and second rolling prediction results for e2 are
presented in Figures 13 and 14, respectively.

In this case, the following criteria are obtained for the first
step prediction: RMSE � 0.00617 and MAPE � 0.1204%. In
addition, the maximum derivation is obtained as 0.01453.

-e corresponding criteria for the second step prediction
are RMSE � 0.00676 and MAPE � 0.1324%. Moreover, the
maximum derivation in this case is 0.01483.

According to these results, the output accuracy is
good enough to satisfy the standard of the vibration
severity monitoring. To avoid overfitting, EarlyStopping

is utilized. -is means that the performance indicators
are continuously monitored in each iteration to stop
training if the training accuracy is satisfactory. -e mean
square error (MSE) is employed as the performance in-
dicator in the EarlyStopping procedure. By choosing e1,
the convergence time and the obtained results are
compared with BP and LSTM-Seq2Seq models (as shown
in Table 3).

It is obvious that the rolling prediction results for
these three models are stable while higher accuracy could
be obtained with the GRU-Seq2seq model. Moreover, this
model gives a considerable improvement in the prediction
accuracy compared with the BP and LSTM-Seq2Seq
models. It is obvious that the GRU-Seq2seq model pro-
vides higher prediction accuracy and is more suitable for
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Figure 12: Second rolling prediction results for e1.
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Figure 9: -e vibration severity for e1.
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Figure 10: -e vibration severity for e2.

Table 1: -e vibration severity for e1.
Vibration
severity (mm/s) 11.4110639 . . . 20.3362240 . . . 25.8401974

Table 2: -e vibration severity for e2.
Vibration
severity (mm/s) 11.4149997 . . . 21.6064546 . . . 25.8455654
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Figure 11: First rolling prediction results for e1.
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data prediction of the precision machinery such as steam
turbines.

According to the ISO 2372 standard, the vibration severity
values that are higher than 28.0(mm/s) are not acceptable for
steam turbine rotating machines. -e rolling prediction re-
sults for e1 show that the time point could be acquired when
the vibration severity exceeds the ISO standard (Figure 15).

As could be seen from Figure 15, the rolling prediction
task stops as the vibration severity exceeds the ISO standard
(28.0(mm/s)). -is has occurred after 165 days. By using
these prediction results, the working condition of the ro-
tating machine could be estimated and its maintenance
could be performed in time.

4. Conclusion

-e results prove that the GRU-Seq2Seq prediction model is
suitable for data prediction of the vibration severity. Con-
sidering the defects of the existing trend analysis algorithms
for long-term time-series prediction, a sequence prediction
model combined with the GRU is proposed in this paper.
-is model provides the vibration severity characteristics of
the rotating turbine machine. In this paper, the sliding time
window is employed to continue the rolling prediction
procedure. Accordingly, the possible risks for the rotating
machine could be indicated. -is facilitates the equipment
maintenance. As a future work, the prediction results could
be combined with the maintenance to ensure the safe op-
eration of the rotating machines.

Data Availability

-e readers can calculate the vibration severities for different
values of e. To attain this goal, the required code to calculate
the vibration severity from the mathematical model and the
GRU-Seq2Seq neural network is available through the fol-
lowing link and password: https://pan.baidu.com/s/1Z-
ltiZdezzj85cuaQHJepQ; password: y0uK. -e readers can
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Figure 13: First rolling prediction results for e2.
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Figure 14: Second rolling prediction results for e2.

Table 3: Comparison between the BP, LSTM-Seq2Seq, and the
GRU-Seq2seq models.

Model RMSE (μm) MAPE
(%)

MSE
(%)

Convergence
time (s)

BP First 2.94314 32.441 30.0617 2Second 2.96978 32.426
LSTM-
Seq2seq

First 0.11228 1.1799 2.7626 268Second 0.11544 1.2147
GRU-
Seq2seq

First 0.00617 0.1204 0.4948 70Second 0.00676 0.1324
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Figure 15: Prediction running until exceeding the ISO standard.
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access the data after registration. -e registration link is
https://passport.baidu.com/v2/?reg&tt=1555071708648&over
seas=1&gid=B4F5FD0-6269-450C-B929-CD00BF68770D&t
pl=netdisk&u=https://pan.baidu.com/disk/home.
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